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This paper describes the main engineering aspects of the flexible heliac TJ-ll, as '

well as the ECRH scheme that will be used for in i t ia l operation. Previous papers have de-

scribed the physics of the device 1,2 . For description of the concept of a flexible

heliac refer to 3,4 .

1. INTRODUCTION

JEN has signed a contract of association with EURATOM to work in fusion research. The

main activity foreseen for the next few years is the design and construction of a medium-

size flexible heliac named TJ-II. It is to be built at the JEN site in Madrid. At present

the physics design and the definition of the basic engineering approach are finished. It

is expected to complete the detailed engineering design during 1966 and to start construction,

in 1987. Plasma operation is expected-in 1990.

2. MAIN PARAMETERS

Selection of the main parameters was constrained by budget, by engineering difficulty

and by the wish to have a physically significant experiment. Forces, heating, power demand

and cost scale very rapidly with B . Therefore, a moderate value of 1 T was chosen, which S

also allows the use of previously developed and tested gyrotrons operating at 28 GHz. The 5=

major radius is fixed at 1.5 m. With this radius we expect average plasma radii of up to §

0.20 m, depending on configuration, which seems to be practically the minimum size to avoid ®

excessive edge effects in the plasma. The pulse length was fixed at 0.5 seconds. This time S

seems long enough to ensure that a steady state can be reached, even for slow processes such R

as the gas/wall ones. Longer pulses would restrict the thermal design of the coils.
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The TJ-II magnetic configuration has a four-fold symmetry that extends throughout the ||

entire design (Fig.l). The basic shape around which everything is built is a horizontal g

circle w'ith i l.Si radius. In fact, this is the centre line of the circular core (CC) coil. J£
eg

Around it there is an 1-1, n-4 helical winding called the helix or helical core (HX). The °

awing radius of the helix is 0.07 m. The helix is composed of two subcoils, HX1 and HX2, at
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^different distances from the CC centre line and independently fed. Linking the CC and HX

i conductors are 32 toroidal field (TF) coils situated in radial plsnes; the centres of the

TF colls follow a helix in phase with the HX conductor. The swing radius of the TF coll

centres Is 0.28 m. Four vertical field (VF) coils and four OH coils complete the set. This

coll configuration produces bean-shaped magnetic flux surfaces that rotate around the

circular core in phase with the HX conductor. !

TJ-II is distinguished by its flexibility; that is, Its capability to operate at very

different values of rotational transform (TJ-II is essentially a shearless device). This is

achieved by changing the ratio of currents through the CC and HX coils. There is also a

limited capability to change the shear, which is accomplished by varying the ratio of the

currents through the HX1 and HX2 coils, while the sum Is saintained constant.

The design of the hard core (Fig.2) is dominated by its proximity to the plasma. It is
8 2

necessary to make it as thin as possible, and this means high current densities. 10 A/m

was chosen as the maximum for these coils, which will result in ~40 K temperature increase

per shot. This relatively high value for the current density, together with some other

considerations (three different coils in the hard core, the inclination of two of them, the

desire to have a high number of turns to minimize field distortion by the coil feeds, and

the necessity of avoiding any thickening in the connection area) discouraged us from making

the hard core split table. Reliability was also a consideration. The one-piece construction

of the hard core simplifies its fabrication, but complicates the assembly of the machine.

Due to the short pulse length, heating of the coils is almost, adiabatic. The coils will

be wound with hollow conductor, and water will be circulated through them between shots, in

order to return them to the Initial conditions. The long path and narrow cross-section of

the cooling duct makes it necessary to split the whole hydraulic circuit In to four sub-

circuits, working in parallel, for the case of the circular core. Because of reliability

reasons, we do not want either electric or hydraulic connections inside the coil, the circular

core will be wound as four independent and continuous subcoils. Their ends will be extended

beyond the coil sheath and even outside the chamber, where the four coils will be connected

| electrically in series and hydraulically in parallel.

The core will be inside the vacuum chamber, so that it has to be sheathed with a

vacuum-tight SS cover that will also serve as a structural member. A resilient bond between

the coil and its sheath will be needed in order to accomodate the thermal expansion of the

coil during a shot, while the sheath remains cold. The coil will be supported at eight

symmetrically placed points on its periphery: four supports from the bottom will also serve

to bring in the water and electric feeds; another four supports from the top will help to

maintain the planar shape of the core under the relatively strong magnetic forces acting

during a shot. The supports of the core will exit the chamber through holes fitted with

bellows and transmit the forces to an external structure. In this way the core and the

chamber are mechanically decoupled.

Even with the precautions taken to insure adequate separation between the plasma and

the helix it seems advisable to shield the helix with graphite tiles in order to accomodate,

without damage to the colls, any excessive energy deposition that may arise. This will also

help to enhance the plasma cleanliness

The toroidal field coile are circular (other shapes tried in attempts to improve pla

coll separation did not afford significant advantage) with a mean radius of 0.42 m. The
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toroidal fitld produced by thli configuration shows considerable ripple ( UX) when the

colic have the same current. It is planned to divide the TF colls Into five groups, according

to their relative distance from the machine axis, and to feed each group Independently. In

this way, by adopting a modulation for the currents of the type: I -Io(l+k cos /4), it is

possible to reduce the ripple of the toroidal field to IX on axis.

4. THE VACUUM CHAMBER

The vacuum chamber (Figs. 3,4,5) runs through the Inner bore of the TF coils and Is

well adapted to the helical shape of the plasma column. It is composed of modules, each of

which is made from plates that are either flat or have only a single constant curvature.

The fabrication of the parts and their assembly should not be difficult. The only point is

that the assembly of the chamber should be made around the already fabricated core. The

chamber will be of SS, all welded and of 1-2 cm thickness. :

5. ECRH SYSTEM \

Electron cyclotron wave irradiation is of particular interest for stellarators where i

a transient ohmic heating phase for plasma build up is difficult or even not feasible. In ;

this case, neutral gas breakdown and subsequent plasma heating to a temperature well above

the radiation barrier (Te(O) » 200 eV) can be provided by E.C.R. [b\. \

In addition to plasma production, high power E.C.R.M. is a very attractive method for !

the creation of a target plasma to which a further heating by means of NB1 would be applied.'

The E.C.R.H. system for TJ-1I will be developed as follows. The first step is the i

development of a system at 28 GHz (200 kW, 500 ms); the second will be a system at 56 GHz ;

(2nd harmonic, 400 kW, 500 ms). '

The 28 GHz system will operate as follows: gas breakdown is provided by right hand

circularly polarized waves in the direction of the magnetic field. These vaves will arrive :

from the incident radiation due to wall reflections. Further heating, as shown by result

from WVII-A \6], will be achieved with irradiation in 0-mode only. ;

The irradiation will be done from (n /4 + 16.87) degree (n-0, 1, 2, 3) of the toroidal

angle with a cuasi-perpendicular launching (Fig.6). Gyrotrons produce most of their micro- ;

: wave power in axisymmetric waveguide modes, mainly TE_. with minor fractions of TE_, and :

• TE_,. It is advisable, for low-loss propagation in circular waveguide, to use the TEQ] mode;;

: therefore it is necessary to convert a mode mixture TE-./TE-. into the TEQ. mode. j

On the other hand, because of the planned launching is in the 0-mode, it is also -u\,- •

necessary to make a TE-. —>• TE.. conversion. •

A first approach to the transmission system is given in Fig.7. '

The main component features [.7J are the following:

WAVEGUIDE TAPERS: These components have a non linear wall deformation law. The theoretical

levels of parasitic modes are lower than -40dB. I

MODE CONVERTERS: Converters for TE-- — > TEQ2 and TE_2 — * TE_. are integrated mechanically I

in one unit with three bellows. A mechanical arrangement allows shifting of phases to obtain

the best yield. For this case the estimated theoretical yield is around 95.6Z.

The node converter for TEQI — > TE11 exhibits a nonsymmetric sinusoidal deformation

vith • theoretical yield around 95Z.

In general, the system offers a conversion afficiency fl>85Z, ohmic losses lower than
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Fig. 1.- TJ-II coil System (the inner VF coils
are not shown.
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Fig. 2.- Core cross-section

Fig. 3.- Exploded view of'a chamber module

. 4.- Cross-section of a chamber
module, Bhowing the windows
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Fig. 6.- TJ-1I Flux surfaces at 16.67 degree of toroidal angle
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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise docs not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency thereof.


